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Using probabilistic methods, we derive asymptotic expansions for a class 
of singularly perturbed semilinear elliptic partial differential equations in 
two independent variables. Our principal contribution consists in verifying 
the ordinary boundary layer expansions in the theory of singular perturbations. 
The work here was suggested by Fleming [6], who established the regular 
expansion using results from the theory of stochastic differential equations. 
Formal developments of regular and boundary layer expansions had been 
known for some time. The work here appears to be the first theoretical 
treatment of both regular and boundary layer expansions for semilinear 
equations in more than one variable. It could also be applied to problems in 
one dimension; however, the corresponding two point boundary value 
problems have been treated by O’Malley [13] and others. Linear problems 
in two variables have been treated in [4, 11, 141, and elsewhere. Our results 
differ from those of previous published works in that we only require local 
estimates and, consequently, prove only local results. 
In this paper, we have not treated the case of parabolic or free boundary 
layers. These have been treated for certain linear problems in [9, 121. 
References [4, 51 contain summaries of previous work in singularly 
perturbed elliptic equations. 
Let z = (aI , xa). For e > 0 we consider the equation 
in B, an open subset of %a, with boundary data u = (1” on aB, the boundary 
of B. The regular and boundary layer expansions will be established on 
certain subsets of B in which the solutions to (1) are uniformly bounded and 
the method of characteristics yields a C” solution to (I), with E = 0 taking 
the boundary data u = 3 along a certain portion of the boundary of B 
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(see Theorem 2 for details). It is convenient to begin by considering a simpler 
problem which avoids many notational difficulties. 
Let x = (xi , XJ E SP and let p be a Cm real valued function on [k, , K.J 
such that p(& > 0 for K, < X, < k, . Let R = {(xl, x2): K, < xl < k, , 
0 < x2 < p(xr)>, int R = interior of R, and 8R = the boundary of R. For 
E > 0, consider the equation 
in int R with the fixed boundary data 
+(x1 > P(4) = 4% 7 PW) = Wl)> 
4% , 0) = 4x1 , 0) = I, Al < Xl < k2 3 
(3) 
along the “top” and “bottom” of R, and the variable boundary data 
along the “sides” of R. 
Let R’, R” be defined by 
with K, < k,’ < K; < K,” < k,’ < k, . We shall employ the notation that 
if w is a quantity defined with respect to R, then w’(w”) is the corresponding 
quantity defined with respect to R’(R”). Let TJ = {(xi , p(~r)): K1 < x1 < k,} 
denote the upper portion of the boundary of R and L = {(x1 , 0): k, < xl < A,} 
denote the lower portion. 
Assume that d > 0 in R, a - b2 > 0 in R. Then in the regular expansion, 
one formally expands + in powers of E: for any positive integer K, 
9’ = $0 + Eel + a2 + ... EVk + *.. . (5) 
The coefficients $O, 8, in (5) satisfy the equations to make the coefficients of ck 
identically zero in the formal expansion of (2) in powers of c. By direct 
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calculation, 4” satisfies (2) with E = 0, and boundary data +‘J = 110 on U, 
while Bk , K = 1, 2 ,..., satisfies 
with boundary data drc = 0 on U. r, = 0 and in general r, is a polynomial 
in 0, ,..., eke1 of degree K, with coefficientsFd8 ,F,,, ,... evaluated at (x, do(x)). 
If F(x, 4) is linear in 4, then I’, = 0 for any K. 
For x EL, in general @ # 4O, and hence, the expansion (5) cannot be 
correct on L. “Near” L one expects a boundary layer region to occur where 
the values of 6 change rapidly from the lower boundary values to values near 
those given by the regular expansion. The justification of the approximation 
of p in the region is the main result in the paper. This region whose size will 
depend upon F will be called an ordinary boundary layer since the terms 
representing the difference of the actual value of @ from the regular expansion 
value will satisfy ordinary differential equations. Note that we have eliminated 
from consideration approximations of + near the lateral sides of the boundary 
of R. 
To state the results precisely, we require two additional definitions. 
DEFINITION 1. For Y > 0, let W,. = {x: x E R and distance (x, L) < Y}, 
and M, = R - W, . Let M,‘, M,” , W,‘, W: be also defined according to 
the previous remarks. 
DEFINITION 2. For each E > 0, let YE C 9P and let 2’ be defined on Ye . 
Then 2’ converges uniformly to Z on Ye if, for any ,u > 0, there exists y > 0 
such that if x E Y: and E < y, then 
I -w4 - -WI < IL* 
THEOREM 1. Let there exist positive constants co , K* and m with 0 < m < & 
such that the following hold: 
(Al) R, R’, R” are as dejined above. 
(A2) d > 0 and a - b2 > 0 in R. 
(A3) a, b, d,f, g are Pfunctions on R; F is a C”function on R x (- CO, 00). 
(A4) AC is a con&zuous function of x on aR for 0 < E < co , and S(x,), 
T(x,) are Cm functions on [k, , k,]. 
(A5) The method of characteristics defines a Cm solution 40 to (2) with 
E = 0 on R taking boundary values 4” = Ton U. 
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(A6) For 0 < E < zO, there exists a C2 solution # to (2) on int R, 
continuous on R with + = At on 8R such that [ @ 1 < K* on R. 
(A7) 6(e) = P. 
Then there existfunctions 0, , 0, ,..., bounded on R andfunctions Y”, xl , x2 ,... 
bounded on [K;, KfJ x [0, co) and satisfying an exponential decay in their 
second argument such that for any positive integer n, 
9+(X) = C”(x) + 4(x) + ..’ + f%&4 
+ YO(xl 7 x214 + l Xl(Xl > x2/4 + ... l nx,txl 9 x2/4 + 44 
uniformly on R”. 
Further, 
(7) 
f(x) = $“(x) + 4(x) + ..* + 4L(x) + O(E”) 
uniformly on Mi(,, . 
(8) 
The functions 0, ,..., 8, are solutions of (6) taking zero boundary on U, 
while the functions Y”, x1 ,..., xn , are found by a formal substitution of (7) 
into (2). (See Appendix A for a derivation.) 
Before proving the theorem, we need to recall a probabilistic connection 
of solutiqns of (2). For E > 0, let d’ be a solution of (2) of class C2 on some 
bounded open set 5@ and continuous on 9 v a.@. For x ES?, let fZE(*) be the 
solution to the Ito stochastic differential equation 
d5 = (d($!g(.$) ) dt + (W2 ( 
@G) - b2CW2 
o b(5) dw, (9) 1 ) 
with initial condition .&.(O) = X. In (9), w is a standard two-dimensional 
Brownian motion with w(0) = 0. Let q be a fixed positive number, T,~ the 
first time t > 0 such that tEc(t) $9 and yzS = min(rzE, q). Then 
where E, denotes expectation with respect to the initial condition tzf(0) = x. 
If, in addition, F(x, $) = h,(x)4 + h,(x), then we also have 
VW = J% id” f&W U&W) dt + &CY,‘, 4WW))/ 9 (11) 
where 
fizf(t> = exp jot hl(Lf(s)) ds. 
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Equations (10) and (11) follow from the Ito stochastic differential rule. See 
for instance [6, pp. 409410]. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The expansion (8) is verified first on Mi(,, . In [6], 
Fleming established the corresponding expansion (8) on fixed compact 
subsets of R’ - L, and it is a modification of [6, Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 5. l] 
to establish (8). This extension is necessary to derive the boundary layer 
expansion (7). 
Let n in (7) and (8) be arbitrary but fixed. Define or’ = e-‘(@ - $O),..., BIZE = 
c-1(8:-l - en-,) = c-“(+ - 4” - rB1 ... - en-‘en_,). To prove (8), it 
suffices to show that the functions + + 4” uniformly on M&j and Bj’ + 0, 
uniformly on MA(<) ,j = 1, 2 ,..., n. To accomplish this, we prove the following 
“stronger” result. 
Define 
zjc = [ (n -A kl + (j + 1) Al’ , (j + 1) h,’ + (n - j) k, n+l n+1 1 
x [o, (j + 1) @I 
fl+l 1 
and YjC = R - Zjc, j = - 1, 0 ,..., n - 1. Note that Yof 1 Yr’ ... 1 Y,’ = 
Mi(,, . We show that 4’ ---f 9” uniformly on Y, and BiC ---f flj uniformly on 
YjE, j = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
The proof depends upon the estimate (14) below relating the trajectories 
of the E-system (9) to the deterministic system with E = 0. Let the solutions 
@to (2) as implied by (A6) be fixed. Now redefine the functions a, b, d, f, g 
outside R so that there exists a constant M which is both a bound for / a /, 
1 b /, 1 d 1, 1 f /, 1 g 1 on Z$? and a Lipschitz constant for d on W2. For 
functions h defined on [0, t], define j/ h IIt = SUP,<,‘~, j h(t’)l. Let 
Then, an application of Gronwall’s inequality yields 
11 E’ - to Iit < eMt[cMt + &j2 // 5, I~J. (13) 
From [6, Proof of Lemma 2.11, we have that there exists a constant /3 such 
that for any a > 0, 
Wll 5, Ilt > 4 G 4 exp[(Pt - 4id3 
Letting 01 = (S(e)/(2eMt(n + 1) ~~1~)) - Mte1/2, we have from (13) that 
WI% - to Ilt > S(+%n + 1)) 
< 4(exp(M + /3)t) . exp(-~(~)/(2~/Z~1/2(n + 1) exp Mt)). (14) 
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Now the functions Bke satisfy 
Here 
AE = j’ F&, 4” + A(@ - 4”)) dA, r,c = 0, 
0 
r,~ = e,e,~ ’ 
1s 
l F&, 4” + WP - Co>> dp dh ... . 
0 0 
For k > 2, rkE is a polynomial of degree k in e1 , emc, I, m < k - 1 with 
coefficients involving F,, , Fdb6 of orders up to k. 
For x E Y,< and E > 0 let T~( be the exit time of fZE(t) from Yzr = R and 
let t, > T,O + 1 for all x E Yr’ be fixed. Let ye’ = min(Tzf, tr). Then 
applying (1 I ) we obtain 
4’(x) = Es /f 4’(t) =W”)&‘(t)) dt + Qzf(r,3 ‘A%Xv.‘))/ > (16) 
with Dzf(t) = exp li AE(tZE(~)) ds. There exists E sufficiently small such that 
if x E Y, and 11 .$,’ - fzo j& < S(E)/~, then ..$z3CE(~zE) E U. Hence, from (14), 
since S(E) = l with 0 < m -c l/2, 
/ TZE - TzO / + 0, 
uniformly on Yof. 
II tee - Lz” !lt, + 0, I iLE(~%E) - LY~3co)l - 0 (17) 
Since 0,< = 0 if &<(rZ’) E U and, from assumption (A6), I Orc I < Ce-l 
otherwise, then using the estimates (14), (17) one obtains that 
uniformly on YoE. 
For each k = 1, 2,..., n and x E YkG, let 7zc be the exit time of .$zE from 
y;-1 . Then, applying (11) with yzE = min(T,<, tl), we obtain 
19,+) = E, [j”’ wvxm) + ~u4-l)(w))i dt 
+ Uuw I 4xar.a) 1 , (17) 
with Da’(t) = exp $, Af(&E(~)) ds. 
Recall (6). The method of characteristic yields 
e,(q = joT2 D,o(t)[rk(f,o(t)) + 2vu(cv))i dt (18) 
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since Blc = 0 when x E u’. When E,W E U, ekc(5zc(r,E)) = 0, and 
I ek~ct2hw < Cck th o erwise, since p is uniformly bounded on R by 
assumption. Using the estimate (14) we obtain 
uniformly for x E Yk . 
By induction one shows that rke + rk uniformly on Y& . Using (14) 
and the definition of T%E, one obtains that (17) is valid uniformly on Ykc. 
Therefore, eke -+ ek uniformly on Yk’. This proves (8). 
We now establish (7). Let n in (7) and (8) be tixed as in the proof of (8). 
Equations for the functions Y”, x1 , xs ,..., xn are found by formally sub- 
stituting the expansion (7) into (2). In Appendix A, we indicate how this is 
done. Now Y” = YO(X) satisfies on [Ri’, k,‘] x [0, CO) the equation 
y&, + 4x1 9 0) es = 0 (19) 
with the boundary conditions 
YO(% , 0) = qxl) - bO(% , O), 
YO(x, , co) = 0, k,’ < Xl < A,‘. 
(20) 
Note that for fixed x1 , (19) is an ordinary differential equation in the variable 
x2 . Henceforth, write 0 for e1 and x for x1 . Then x = X(X) satisfies 
Xr*z, + 4% > 0) XI, + [l F&l , 0, d”(Xl 7 0) + hYO(x)) q y” 
with the boundary conditions 
x(~1 ,o) = --Bh , 01, 
x(x1 , co) = 0, k,’ < x1 ,( k,‘. 
(22) 
Let 
y”(x) = @(Xl 7 4 - (bO(% 9 4, (23) 
xw = (w) - yocw - 4x1 , 4, (24) 
and for k > 2, xke’(zc) = (&Jx) - x~.&))/~ - &(x1 , +). Forj = - 1,O ,..., n, 
define 
Qjf = [ (n -j) h’ + (j + 1) K 
(n + 1) 
, (i+l)G+(n-j)h 
n-t1 
] x [o, q. 
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To establish (7) on W&, (recall Definition l), we show that !P + Y” uniformly 
on Qof and xlc6 --+ xlc uniformly on Qs. Expansion (7) then follows on R” 
provided that we show that the functions Y”, xk satisfy an exponential decay 
inx,asx,-+ +co. 
The proof proceeds by an induction argument. Note that 
Ye(x) = [SC4 - C”(xl , (91 exp(-45 , 0) =J; (25) 
therefore, !P” and its derivatives of all orders satisfy an exponential decay in 
x2 as xs -+ co. Hence, to establish (7) with K = 0, we must show that ?P ---f Ys 
uniformly on 9”. 
Let @ = @(x1 , x2). Define the operator JP by 
and 
w, 4 = F(x, f?(x)) - e, d”(x)) + 4o(x). 
Then !P satisfies the equation 
d&YE(X) + l V(Xl , 6x2 ) c) = 0 
with the boundary data 
WXl 3 0) = @l) - +o”(xl , 01, 
and 
y”(% 7 w/4 * -4%% , W), 4 G Xl < h2 * 
We now make a probabilistic connection between !P and YO. Let 
d(x) = 2112 
( 
E@(X) - b"(x))'l" 44 
0 1 1 . 
Consider for x E Qof, the stochastic differential equation 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
with initial condition q’(O) = x. (We have dropped notational dependence 
upon the initial condition.) Choose positive constants P and E* so that 
4x1, cx2) + cg(xI , cx2) > P for x E Qll, 0 < l < l *. Now, let 7zf be the 
exit time of vc(t) from Q’r(and not from Qoc) and let rz6 = min{T,c, 2S(~)(cp)-1). 
505/20/I-17 
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+ [4x, > 4 - 4x1, (91 Y$). 
Using the definition of A+ we rewrite Eq. (19) for Y” as 
d&Y0 + EH(X, c) = 0. 
Therefore, 
(32) 
Ye(x) = E, if ~Hh’(t), 6) dt + y”(q’(r.‘))j. (33) 
We show that YE + YO through use of the representations (31) and (33). 
Note that H and V are uniformly bounded on Qrr for 0 < E < co. (Recall 
the form (25) of Ys). S ince yzc < 26(e)(8)1, there exists a constant C such 
that 
/ E, I” eH(rlW, 4 dt 1 < a(4 
and 
1 & .6’” ~VrllW, E7sE(t), 4 dt/ < YE) 
uniformly for x E Q. c Hence, we need only show that .
(34) 
(35) 
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A,e represent the set of paths for which exit has not occurred by time yzf; 
B,c(C,: 0,~) the set of paths for which exit has occurred through the bottom 
(top, sides) of Q-r by time yz’. On the bottom of Q’,u”(x) = Y”(x) = 
S(X& - 40(x1 , 0), and on the top both YO(x) ---)r 0 as E -+ 0 (recall (25)) and 
Ye(x) = -&(x1, S(E)) + 0 as E --f 0. We use here the fact that from the 
regular expansion (8) &(x1 , S(E)) -+ 0(x, , S(E)) as E -+ 0, and hence, is 
uniformly bounded. In the remainder of Q’r, Y” and IYE are uniformly 
bounded. The uniform boundedness of YE follows from (23) and the uniform 
boundedness assumption (A5) on + in R. 
Therefore, 
where L(e) + 0 as E ---f 0. Let us first estimate Pr[D,“]. Recall Eq. (30). Let 
d* < min{(K: - kr’)/(n + l), (k,’ - Ki)/(n + 1)). Then 
Using the estimate in [8, p. 201, we have that 
< (3/d*)’ E f’ ~%h’(~), qzV>> dt. (36) 
0 
Since ‘ail is uniformly bounded on R’ and y/ < 26(r)(#)l, we obtain 
Pr(Dzf} = P(~~‘(y~e) = k,’ or k,‘} < C&(c) (37) 
uniformly for x E Qo’. 
Consider A,‘. Now 
Pr(AxE) < Pr[rJg(2S(c)(S-1) < S(E)/C], 
since 7a6(2S(~)(eP)-l) > S(e)/6 implies that exit would have occurred along 
the upper portion (if not some other portion) of the boundary of Q-i. Since 
then 
7/gq2s(E)(EP)-l) > x2 + (26(4/r) + soe6(1)‘(Ep) dw(t), 
Pr{A;} < Pr{w(2S(e)(#)-l) < -S(E) e-l}. 
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From [2, p. 3921, we obtain the estimate 
Pr(A,‘) < 4(+fP6(e))lla exp(+c)P/(2c)). (38) 
Using the estimates (37) and (38), one obtains that (35) is satisfied. There- 
fore the result is established for k = 0. 
We now establish the result for k = 1. Using Eq. (21), it is easy to show 
that x and its partial derivatives of all orders satisfy a uniform exponential 
decay in xa as xs + cc. Therefore, we need only show that xc + x uniformly 
on Qi. 
To do this we need the estimate (40) below. Define Z,.(x) = 
xsr exp(--d(x, , 0) x2) for r a positive integer. For each fixed r, Z, is bounded 
on [kl’, ks’] x [0, KJ) and satisfies 
dez, + (A” - J&P) z, + TdZTvl + T(T - 1) z,-a = 0. 
Now (cd” - A?e)Z can be written as l (ifr(x, l )) for some function fir&, c) 
which is uniformly bounded on Q’. Application of the Ito stochastic differen- 
tial rule yields 
ax) - &-url’(~,0) 
+ [T(T- l)(~2W~-2 + f%hW, W7;W11 exp(--dhW WhW~~. 
Since Z, , ii, are bounded, d(x, , 0) > 0 for x1 on [k, , k,] and yzEE < 
26(e)(#)l, there exists a constant C, such that 
forxEQ’and0 <E <co. Now 
./JPP + q% , +? , d’(x1 , 4) - e3 , 6% , P(x1 ,4) 
+ ~“(W”)(Xl ,4 = 0, 
&PPo + (“4%~ - A’) !P = 0, 
and 
JwXl , EXJ - ‘yq(X, ,6X$) - Ed(X1 ) EX2) e,*(x, , EXZ) = 0. 
Recall from (6) that 
4x1, -2) c&l , 4 
= --F&h , c2 , d”(Xl , 4) @I ,EXZ) - (z+“)(xl , %), 
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and also that Y<(x) = #(x1 , EXJ - $“(xr , EX~). Therefore, x’ satisfies 
Mx’ + w% 9 -2 3 $O(Xl 3 <X2) + y%% , 4) - Wl , ‘X2 , co@1 ,4> 
- EF,(Xl 9 <x2 9 4”(Xl , -2)) @I , EX2) 
+ [&-de] 
E 
Y(x) + 2(in)(x, , <X2) = 0. (41) 
We rewrite this equation in the form 
d’x’ + [J“ ~d(Xl 3 .5x2 , $“(Xl 3 EX2) + AWX)) dh] [‘X’ + YO] 
+ H,$) + 43(X, 6) = 0, 
where %(x) = WXI ,O) Y~,,,<x> + lW(xl , Wax,) x2 + g(xl , 0)] YEAx) and 
H&X, E) is uniformly bounded on QoC, 0 < E -=c o . Now, for x E Qre, let Tz~ 
be the exit time of yf(t) from QoC and let rze = rnin(T.6, US-r}. Define 
and GzC(t) = exp cG,‘(t) for 0 < t < yzC. Then 
x’(x) = J% fyaE &W[GaN y”(rls(tN +%W)) + 4iW(~), 4 dt 
+ &,.(Yz’) X’(~‘hz’))l~ (42) 
Equation (42) results from the application of the corresponding version of (11). 
Using (21) we rewrite the equation of x in the form 
.,@x + [L’ F&l , o,4o(x1Y 0) + ~YOcg) q YO(x) 
+ f&(x) + (dfz” - Jiqx = 0. (43) 
Since the partial derivatives of x satisfy a uniform exponential decay in x2 
as x2 -+ +co, we can write (AI0 - A+)x as EH,(x, E), where H,(x, C) is 
uniformly bounded on Qof. 
Using the corresponding version of (lo), one obtains 
We show that xc ---f x through use of the representations (42) and (44). 
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Recall the form of H5 and Y”. The bound (44) guarantees the existence of 
a constant C such that 
& s ‘,” I H&(t))/ dt < C 0 
-% 
s 
“’ j !PO(q(t))I dt < C 
0 
for all x E Q1’. Recall the form of G$, Gzc. Since 1 G;(t) - 1 1 -+ 0 and 
) C&q) Gz,‘(t) - j-’ F,(q,f(t), 0, #“(Al’, 0) + hY”(rl’(t)) dh 1 + 0 
as e + 0 uniformly for x E Qr’ and 0 < t < ~$6, then we conclude that the 
difference of the expectations of the corresponding integrals in (42) and (44) 
converges uniformly to 0 for x E Qr’. 
We need only show that 
(45) 
as c + 0 uniformly for x E Q1’. Recall the verification of (35). Along the lower 
boundary of QOE, x’ = x. From (8) we have that 02(x, , S(r)) --+ &(x1, S(E)) 
as E -+ 0; hence, xf(xl, S(,)/e) = -&$(x1, S(E)) --f 0. Therefore, xE --+ 0 
uniformly along the upper boundary. Now x0 -+ 0 as E --f 0 along the upper 
boundary since it satisfies an exponential decay in xa as x2 -+ +co. Since 
1 !P I < C in Qo(, 0 < E < l o , for some constant C, then / x’ - x I < C*E-1 
in Qoe for some constant C *. Finally, recall that G,e(y,c) --f 1 uniformly for 
x E Q1’. Using the bounds (36) and (38) on the trajectories on 7’ and the 
estimates discussed above, we conclude that (45) holds. Therefore, result (7) 
is established for K = 1. 
The proof of (7) for k > 2 is by induction using the techniques developed 
and the estimates derives in the cases k = 0, 1. The details are omitted. 0 
Now we consider the original Eq. (1) in the domain B with boundary data 
u = (r on aB. Let D, D” be subsets of B with the following properties. 
(i) There exist functions Zr , Za defined on [k, , k,] of class Cm such that 
the mapping s -+ (&(s), Z,(s)) is one-to-one with (ZJs), Z,(s)) E 8B. Define 
z = VI , 4). 
(ii) For k, < s < k, , let o(s, t) be the solution to 
dv _ f(v) dt - g”(v) ’ [ 1 (46) 
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with initial condition V(S, 0) = Z(S). Th ere exists a Cm real valued function p 
defined on [12, , kJ with p(s) > 0 if A1 < s < k, such that if 0 < t < p(s), 
k, < s < K, , then V(S, t) E B and V(S, p(s)) E aB. 
(iii) The trajectories of (46) ’ t m ersect nontangentially the boundary of B 
at Z(S) and V(S, p(s)). 
(iv) D = (v(s, t): 0 ,< t < p(s), k, < s < k,}. 
(v) Let k;, ki be such that k, < k; < k,” < k, . Then D” = 
(v(s, t): 0 < t < p(s), k’; < s < ki}. 
THEOREM 2. Let the following hold. 
(Bl) D, D” are as defined above. 
(B2) c” > 0 and ZZ - L2 > 0 on D. 
(B3) b”, b”, F, A g”, (1” are Coo functions on D and P is a Cm function on 
D x (-~a). 
(B4) The method of characteristics de$taes a C* solution u” to (1) with 
E = 0 on D taking boundary values u” = A on {v(s, p(s)): kl ,< s < k,}. 
(B5) For some <o > 0 and K > 0, there exists, for 0 < E < co, a C2 
solution uE to (1) on B, continuous on B u 8B with uE = /i on 8B such that 
1 u’ 1 < K on D. Then there exist functions & , o2 ,..., bounded on D” and 
functions q, f1 , f2 ,..., bounded on D” x [0, co] such that for any positive 
integer k, 
u’(z) = u”(z) +!P(z, c) + i: l @j(Z) +g&?, c)] + o(8) (47) 
j=l 
uniformly on D”. Let J be a compact subset of D” such that Jn (~(0, s): 
k2 < s ,< ki} is the empty set. Then 
u’(z) = u”(x) + i d&z) + o(8) (48) 
j=l 
uniformly on J. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let R be as previously defined. Define + on R by 
@(s, t) = U’(V(S, t)). 
Then +(s, t) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1, and therefore, the con- 
clusion of Theorem 1 is true for +. But this implies the conclusion of 
Theorem 2 for u’. 0 
Remark. If the expansions (47) and (48) are desired valid only up to some 
integer r, then the smoothness assumptions on a”, 6, Z, f, g”, and P can be 
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relaxed. There would also seem to be no difficulty in establishing corre- 
sponding versions of (47) and (48) if (?, 6, c”, f, j, and P depended on c in a 
“sufficiently smooth” manner. 
APPENDIX A 
In the following development we proceed formally. Let Y”, x1 ,..., xk ,... 
be functions of x such that (7) holds. Define 
e(x) = 9”(x) + f EkBk(X), (Al) 
and 
k=l 
7yx) = ?P(x) + f @x&x). 
k=l 
642) 
Therefore, 
d’(x1 3 l XJ = W(Xl )cx2) + V(x). (A3) 
Note that 
(A4) 
and 
&&l 9 6x2) =%y&l 3 4 + l -“c&). 
From (2) we have that 
(A5) 
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Using (2) and (A5), we obtain that 
We examine more closely the last two terms on the left-hand side of the 
equation. Recall that 
V’(X) = Y”(x) + 2 E’tXk(X), (A7) 
k=l 
and that 
Now, 
qx, , +2 , qx> + WXl, EX2)) 
= @l 9 0, YO(x) + Q(x, 9 0)) 
+ f i ((akwl > 0,y”c4 +4”(Xl , w>/w W) 
k=l i=O 
* (6x2)"-j p+(x) - ??yx) + W(x, , 6X2) - +0(x1 , O)]j/(k!). (A% 
Substituting (A7) and (A8) into (A9), one obtains a series in powers of E. 
Similarly one finds that 
F(x1 , % , WXl > -2)) 
= F(Xl , a d”(% , O)) + il i. [ 
akJ%G 9 0,V(x1 , 0)) 
ax;-j ay 1 
. @2)k-+ (+wl > ,x2) -4J00(x1,0)Y 
(k!) * WO) 
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Subtracting (AlO) f rom (A9) we obtain a power series in E. For example, the 
coefficient of co is 
m > o,+“(xl , 0)+ YO(x)) - @l , 0, $O(Xl , O)), 
which can be written as 
[S kl , 0, CO(Xl , 0) + hYO(x)) dh] YO(x). 0 
FinW, expand 4x1 ,4, b(xl , q), 4x1 I eJr f(xl , qJ, and g(xl , q) 
in a power series in E. Replace each term in (A6) with the resulting power 
series in E. The equations for the functions !P”, x1 ,..., xp ,..., are then deter- 
mined by making the coefficients of l j, j = -1, O,... vanish identically. The 
coefficient of ~-1 is Y&&x) + d(x, , 0) Y~Jx). Hence, we require that Ys 
satisfy the equation - ” 
~&&> + 4x1 , 0) E2(x> = 0. 
Similarly we require that 
x~22,(4 + 4x1 ? 0) X&4 + 2@, 3 0) Y&c,(x) 
+ [jy F&l 9 0, d”(Xl ,0) + hYO(x)) dh] YO(x) = 0. 
Since aC(xI , 0) + *(x1 , 0) = S(x,), we require that 
Y’O(Xl Y 0) = $4 - d”(Xl > 01, 
X?&l 3 0) = -U% 9 O), K = 1, 2,... . 
From (8) we obtain that 
9-(x1 ,8(E) c-1) = O(ET) 
(All) 
W2) 
(A13) 
for any positive integer r. Since 8(e) c-l -+ +co as E -+ 0, we require that 
‘y”(Xl 9 co) = 0, 
X&l , a) = 0, k = 1, 2,... . 
(A14) 
The boundary conditions (A13), (A14) uniquely determine the solutions to 
the equations for Y” and xlc . 
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